Background suppression using magnetization preparation for contrast-enhanced MR projection angiography.
In contrast-enhanced MR projection angiography, vessel conspicuity is determined by the T(1)-weighted signal difference between blood and surrounding tissues. For slice-selective excitation pulses, the excitation angle varies across the slice, leading to poor saturation of the background signal at the slice edge and reducing the blood-background signal difference. This work reports on the use of magnetization preparation to enhance the T(1)-weighted contrast between blood and background tissue. Applying the prepulse nonselectively reduces the influence of the slice profile imperfections of the excitation pulse by keeping the background tissue at the slice edge saturated. Analytical calculations and in vitro experiments show that a prepulse angle of 110 degrees -130 degrees and a delay time of 20-25 ms enhance the contrast between contrast-enhanced blood (T(1) < 50 ms) and background tissues (T(1) > 200 ms), and improve the slice weighting profile. Magnetization preparation is shown to effectively suppress signal from background tissue, resulting in a threefold increase of the vessel-to-background signal ratio. Magnetization preparation eliminates the need for subtraction at the cost of a slight increase in scan time. Possible applications, such as projection MRA, detection of contrast arrival, and test-bolus tracking are demonstrated in a pig model. Magn Reson Med 46:78-87, 2001.